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Necessary and sufficient conditions are presented for the realization of the

short-circuit admittance matrix or open-circuit impedance matrix of the

most general n-port structures characterized by such matrices obtained by

imbedding a tunnel diode, represented by a parallel combination of a capaci-

tor and a negative resistor, in a finite lossless reciprocal network. Techniques

for realizing prescribed immittance matrices are included.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is generally well known that the tunnel diode possesses a small-

signal equivalent circuit that can often be approximated by a parallel

combination of a capacitor and a negative resistor. This model has been

used extensively in the study of gain-bandwidth relations and optimum
synthesis procedures for specific amplifier configurations. 1 " 5 It has also

been used to derive bounds on the natural frequencies obtained by im-

bedding the tunnel diode in a passive network. 6,7

The purpose of this paper is to present necessary and sufficient con-

ditions for the realization of the short-circuit admittance matrix or open-

circuit impedance matrix of the most general n-port structures char-

acterized by such matrices obtained by imbedding a tunnel diode,

represented by the above mentioned model, in a lossless reciprocal net-

work.

The properties of the short-circuit admittance matrix are considered

also by another writer.8 With the exception of certain remarks of a

tutorial nature, the arguments, results, synthesis techniques, and basic

approach to the problem presented here are quite different from that in

Ilef. 8. In particular, it is not assumed here that the short-circuit ad-

mittance matrix of the (n + 1)-port lossless network invariably exists.
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Also, the necessary and sufficient conditions are stated directly in terms

of the n X n short-circuit admittance matrix and its even part. They

do not involve a knowledge of the short-circuit admittance matrix ob-

tained when the tunnel diode is short-circuited.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE TO BE CONSIDERED

The basic structure under consideration is shown in Fig. 1 , in which the

(n + l)-port network is assumed to be a lossless reciprocal configuration

containing inductors, capacitors, and ideal transformers. Port (n + 1)

is terminated with a unit capacitor and unit resistor in parallel. This

involves no loss of generality since a similar termination with other values

of positive capacitance and/or resistance (positive or negative) can be

treated with the aid of simple transformations which are explicitly stated

in Section VII. The overall network is restricted initially in that the

symmetric positive-real short-circuit admittance matrix Y(s), relating

the port currents and voltages at ports (1,2, • • •
,
n), is assumed to exist.

The readability conditions for the open-circuit impedance matrix Z(s)

can be obtained in a manner similar to that to be described for Y(s)

and are stated in Section VII.

The (n + l)-port lossless network is characterized by the regular

para-unitary scattering matrix S(s) or by the short-circuit admittance

matrix Y(s), when it exists. We initially assume that Y(s) does exist

and consider in a subsequent section the case in which Y(s) does not

exist.

Y(s)- -

vn

S(S) Y(S)

INDUCTORS,

CAPACITORS,

AND TRANSFORMERS Vn+)

Fig. 1 — Most general structure defining Y(s).
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III. NECESSARY CONDITION'S FOR THE REALIZATION OF Y(fi) WHEN Y(s)

EXISTS AND THE EVEN PART OF Y(s) IS NOT A MATRIX OF CONSTANTS

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the realization of Y(s) are,

of course, well known.

It is also well known that f

Y - Y„ - YJU
Yv_ +\ + t

(1)

where the matrices in ( 1
) are defined by the following partition of Y(«)

:

? =

n 1

Ly 12
' r22 _ i

The arguments to he presented center about a study of Y, ,
the even

part of the matrix Y. This matrix is given by

Y„ = |[Y(s) + Y(-s)]

(3)

"
Y,2Y, '

J
'

lYa + a+ 1J[-F« -«+ U
'

It is convenient to introduce the notation: F22 = d n-n ,
Y12 = d N 12

where d is an even polynomial, n-n is an odd polynomial and N, 2 is a

matrix of odd polynomials, with the understanding that d, /? 22 and every

element in N 12 may have a common simple zero at the origin. In this

way it is unnecessary to treat separately the cases in which d is even or

d is odd. Accordingly,

v — ww..' - . (4)x, - iN 12riu
[/i22 + {s + !) rf][W22(-s) + (-s + 1) d]

Note that the polynomial [/* 22 + (s + 1) d] can be assumed to be strictly

Hurwitz except possibly for a simple zero at the origin, since n22 and d

can be assumed to be relat ively prime except possibly for a simple com-

mon zero at the origin.

It is convenient to treat separately the cases in which Y, is or is not a

matrix of constants.

t The superscript / denotes matrix transposition.
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Consider the following

Definition:

The matrix Y c is said to be in standard form if and only if

Ya = -UU'
'

v(s)v( — s)

where v(s) is a positive coefficient polynomial which is strictly Hurwitz ex-

cept possibly for a simple zero at the origin and JJ
l = [ui , u2 ,

• • •
, un \

is a matrix of odd real polynomials with the property that there is no facior

v(s)'n(~ s ) common to all the w,- such that v
2
(s)v

2
( — s ) divides v(s)v( —s)

where rj(s) is a strict Hurwitz polynomial. The polynomials v e and v are

respectively the even and odd parts ofv(s).

In Section IV the following result is proved.

Theorem 1 :

A rational positive-real symmetric matrix Y(s) with nonconstant even

part is realizable as shown in Fig. 1 when Y(s) exists only if Ye is ex-

pressible in standard form with v(s) such that]

i. fc — I
—

I =1, cmd
]_SVeJco

a. if k = i, [y,]* = o

,

Hi. If k > 1, \- y] - r^-r [YJ. .

\_S Joo It — 1

is nonnegative definite.

The case in which Y e is a matrix of constants is treated in Section VI.

IV. PROOF OP THEOREM I

We begin by observing from (4) that Ye can be expressed in standard

form if Y is realizable. The problem of factoring a given matrix Y e

into the required form is discussed in detail in Appendix A.

Assume now that Yt. is given in standard form and consider the prob-

lem of identifying Nj 2 , n<n , and d in (4). A common factor may have

been canceled in the expression for Ye , and hence an unknown factor

must be reinserted before N12 , W22 ,
and tf can be determined. However,

t Throughout we use Ihe notation lim [•] = (].
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the common factor must be of the form a'(s) = b{s)b{ — s) where b(s)

is a strict Hurwitz polynomial. Therefore, ignoring a possible minus

sign, a(s) = *(«)*( — s) where ij(s) is a strict Hurwitz polynomial.

Thus, for some unknown strict Hurwitz ij(s),

Ntt

1

[nn + (s + 1) d]

= Uu(«)i»(-«)
l

t'(s)i?
2 (s)

(5)

and

N12 = Ur;(s)77(-S) (6)

7122+ (*+l)<*« t>(«W(«). (7)

In the following we shall denote by t?, and tj the even and odd parts re-

spectively of t}. Equations (6) and (7) read

N 12 - Ufo.
2 - -no] (8)

„.„ + (g 4. i) </ = ^.(77,; + 7j()

2
) -)- w (ij,

2 + r)

2

) + 2m«^« + 2y ciM • (W)

Equating even and odd parts of (9) gives

d = Ve(Ve + ^0) + 2/' 77,r;o

rt 22 = 2VeVe1o + »o(^ + V»~ ) ~ S (1

and therefore

(10)

y _ «22 t'o(^
2 + ^o

2

) + 2M,1|. _
r22 " : T :=

«.(,.» + 7,„
2
) + 2n*fr

From (11) it is clear that F22 is realizable provided

S

> .

However,

Vo ,

2t? ct?

^22 Ve V* + T/"
2

y = _ = _
22

d ggJ" »» 1T
v. |y + *\]

and since ?/(s) is a Hurwitz polynomial!

— s

(ID

(12)

(13)

p rJ . p. s] 1 _ ,

[_s _« L« 'Vj» 1 + a
(14)

t We have assumed that the degree of v exceeds the degree of v e . It is easy to

show that it is impossible to satisfy (12) unless this is so.
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where

0S a = ^[j» | <„. (15)

Clearly, it is necessary that

4.1 Derivation of the Inequality Involving JLn and [Ye]x

Consider now the derivation of a key inequality that must be satis-

fied by the coefficient matrix K*, = [{l/s)Y)K .

Let the constant matrices A,/ be defined by

A,,= [lY,}. (17)

Then, from (1),

K„ =
J

- y] = Au - A12A12
'

*

. (18)

But from (8) and (fO)

Yl2 = i Nl2 = I U L^ V *"

a ve
1-,

and thus

2vJT wo 1

* [>
2 + *'J

A12 = f-u] -±L (19)
\_svc J» 1 + a

where a is defined in (15) and the plus or minus sign applies according

as the degree of r\e exceeds the degree of r\ or not. Recall from (14) and

(16) that

An = * - 1 . (20)
l +- a

Using (18), (19), and (20)

K„ = A„ - "jLul T-U'l 1
(21)

sve Joo \_svc J=oA:(l + a)
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where An is unknown. However, if the (n + l)-port lossless network is

to be realizable, it is necessary that the matrix

A =
Au A12

V An
(22)

is nonnegative definite. Assume initially that A~n ^ 0. We require the

following result.

Lemma 1:

A necessary and sufficient condition that A is nonnegative definite with

/I22 7* is that A' is nonnegative definite where

A' =
An — Aw A12A12'

A22.

To prove the lemma, note that A' = BAB' with

ln —A 22 A12

(23)

B =
1

where 1„ is the identity matrix of order n.

Thus,

An — -"122 A]oA]2

or equivalent ly

A _ IlL u] [~J_ u'l I

\_sr e Ja, \_svc J*, (1 + a)(k — 1 — a
(24)

is required to be nonnegative definite. By combining this result with (21

)

we find that

KM -
k(k - l — a) [_S)'C Jco [_SVe

(25)

is nonnegative definite. Recalling that (k — 1 — a) is initially assumed

to exceed zero, it is clear that (25) is nonnegative definite with a = 0.

Furthermore, with a = 0, (25) can be expressed as

K«-F^T lY« (20)
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by using the identities

riui -[iiriul
\_SV C J=o l8VeJ«lVo J*

When A 22
= 0, as is the case whenever k = 1, it is clear from (22)

that every element in A12 must vanish if A is to be nonnegative definite.

But from (19)

(27)

(28)

Al2 = *riul *l-.
\_v Joo 1 + a

Thus, from (28) it is evident that [Y «]«, = when k = 1

.

This proves Theorem 1 . In the next section we prove that if a positive-

real matrix satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, it is realizable as

shown in Fig. 1.

V. PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY OF THEOREM I FOR Y(s) WITH NON-CONSTANT Y«

Assume that Y(s) and

1

Y. = -
v(s)v(— s)

UU, (29)

in standard form, are prescribed and satisfy Theorem 1.

Let

_ n22 _ v
J- 22 y " 6

a v.

Y12 - i Nu - i U.
a v.

(30)

Thenfrom(30)and(l)

Yu - Y + UU'. (31)
Ve (V + Ve )

Hence Yu , Y12 ,
and Y22 satisfy (1 ). We wish to prove that these sub-

matrices defined above lead to a realizable Y(s) given by

1 . 1

*(«) =
Y +

Ve {V + Ve )

UU' U

Iu<
Ve

V e

Vo- — s
v«

(32)
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First of all, r22 is a realizable driving-point admittance function since

k ^ 1.

The submatrix Yu can be expressed as follows by using (29)

:

Y„ = Y - 1

v(s)v( — s)

= Y„ - 5 1

UU' +

uu'.

Ve[l'o + '',]

UU'

:33

ve v(s)v(-s)

where Y is the odd part of Y. From (33) it is apparent that Yu is a

matrix of odd functions, as it should be. Further, since from (31) Yn
is regular in the right-half plane, it follows that Yn can have poles only

on thej'w axis. In fact, the finite poles of Yn are the boundary poles of Y
and the zeros of ve .

Consider now the residue matrix K, at a pole of Y(s) which arises

from a zero of v c , say at s = jon , and let the residue matrix of Y at that

pole be K, . Thenf

K, =

K, -f- — UU J 1

U

Ve J

[34)

8=>U,-

where a dot over v,. denotes the derivative of ve with respect to s. To

show that K, is nonnegative definite, we appeal to Lemma 1. Thus it is

sufficient to point out that (v /v c ) \ jUi is positive and that

K, + _Luu' -Auu1 ^
Vc l'o ;«i Ve l'o

= K, (35)

is nonnegative definite.

Finally, we must show that &„ = [(l/s)Y]M is nonnegative definite.

When k = 1, the proof is trivial for then

r±ui =riu
\_SPC J« [_V

.

and

K„ = (36)

t When v = sii = s(n r + ii„), where u is a strict Hurwitz ])olynomial, it is neces-

sary to replace !>„ , v„ , and U respectively with -u, , v e and the «-vector of even

polynomials r'U before this argument "is applied to verify the nonnegative

definiteness of the matrix of residues associated with the pole at the origin.
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When k exceeds unity,

Koo —

Koc + k
I

UU'l

Jo J =

"
\j>o J°

k - 1

(37)

According to Lemma 1 , KM is nonnegative definite if and only if

K. + /,:[! uu'l -_i!_riuu'l
lv

2
J* k - 1 [y

2
J»

^K^-^TIUU'I
k — 1 [_v 2

_ »

is nonnegative definite. However, from Theorem 1 [condition (m)] and

the fact that

(38)

[YJco = -, UU[M (39)

it follows that (38) is indeed nonnegative definite.

Therefore, the conditions of Theorem 1 are sufficient for the realiza-

tion of Y(s). It is of interest to note that in the preceding constructive

proof it was sufficient to assume that rj(s) [defined in Section IV] is unity.

All other possible matrices Y(s) corresponding to a realization of Y(s)

can be generated by exploiting the permissible choices of rj(s).

To complete the theory we consider in the next section the cases in

which Y(s) does not exist or Yc is a matrix of constants when Y(s) does

exist.

VI. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE REALIZATION OF

Y(s) WHEN Y(s) DOES NOT EXIST OR WHEN Y,,. IS A MATRIX OF CON-

STANTS

The results of this section for the case in which Y(s) does not exist

are based on the following result which is proved in Appendix B.

Lemma 2:

If Y(s) in Fig. 1 exists but Y(s) does not exist, then vH+l , the voltage

across the RC combination terminating port (n + 1), is related to the other

port voltages by
n

Vn+l = Eft»< (40)

where the /3,- are real constants.
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We wish to prove the following:

Theorem 2:

If the rational positive-real symmetric matrix Y(s), defined by the

structure in Fig. 1, exists but Y(s) does not exist, or if Y(s) is such that

Y, is a matrix of constants, Y(s) can be expressed as sKa + K„ + Y'(s)

where Y'(s) is an odd rational matrix in s such that Y'(s) —> as s — oo,

and K is a real constant matrix with rank not exceeding unity such that

Kx — K„ is nonnegatirc definite. Further, ifY(s) satisfies the above con-

dition, it can be realized as a reactance n-port in parallel with a network of

ideal transformers that is terminated with a parallel combination of a

unit residor and a unit capacitor.

To prove the theorem for the case in which Y(s) does not exist, first

consider the expression for P, the average power entering the n-ports

defining Y(s), in terms of Y,
|
Mmmju and V' = [/'i ,

r2 ,
•

,
>',,]'

P = V'Y„|.=y„V* (41)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. Since P is also equal

to v„+iVn+i*, we have from (41) and Lemma 2

V'Y,
| ,=juV* = £ e&Wi*- (42)

i.i—

1

Because (42) is valid for arbitrary r,- , we find

Yc
|
a=JW = BB' = K„ (48)

where B' =
[ft , /S2 ,

• • •, P«\- Thus Y(.s) can he expressed as

Y(s) = sKx + K„ + Y'(s) (44)

where Y'(.s) is a matrix of odd rational functions which vanish at in-

finity. It is evident from (43) that K satisfies the rank conditions of

Theorem 2.

Note that Y(s) has the form (44) if Y(.s) exists but Y, is a matrix

of constants; for, in this case also, the rank of Yr cannot exceed unity.

f

Next consider Y(s — 1 ), which must have a nonpositive definite real

part on s = ju:

Y(« - \) = sKx + [Ko - KJ + Y'(« - 1 ) (45)

It is clear that if the real part of Y(s — 1 ) on 8 = ju is to be nonpositive

f This is obvious from t lie form of (4).
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definite for arbitrarily large values of \u\, \KX — Ku] must be a non-

negative definite matrix.

f

Finally, assume that Y(s) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 and
consider

Y(s) = C[sD« + DolC + Y'(s) (46)

in which the real nonsingular n X n matrix C is chosen so that

C~XC" = DM
(47)

C'KoC " = D„

where DM and D are diagonal matrices.! Note that there can be at

most one nonzero term in Do and that this term cannot exceed the

corresponding entry in DM for otherwise [KM — K ] would not be non-

negative definite. Hence Y(s) can be rewritten as

Y(.s) - («+ 1)CFC' +Y"(s)

where Y"(s) is realizable as a reactance network and F is a constant

diagonal matrix with at most one nonzero element. This nonzero element

is, of course, positive. The interpretation of the congruence transfor-

mation CFC' in terms of an ideal transformer network is well known.

This proves Theorem 2.

VII. SUMMARY AND RELATED REMARKS

The principal results can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 3:

The rational positive-real n X n symmetric short-circuit admittance

matrix Y(s) is realizable as a lossless network containing inductors, ca-

pacitors, and ideal transformers and a two-terminal element comprising a

parallel combination of a unit resistor and a unit capacitor if and only if

i. When Yt. — K , a matrix of constants, the rank of K„ does not exceed

unity and [(l/s)Y]x — K is nonnegative definite.

ii. When Y, is not a matrix of constants, (a) Y,, can be expressed in

t This conclusion, with K» defined as |Y«L , is valid when any number of unit
resistor-capacitor parallel combinations are imbedded in a general lossless net-

work.

X This is always possible since K,. and K are nonnegative definite.
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standard form (defined in Section III) with v(s) such that

k = [v /sve]» ^ 1; (b) if fc = 1, [Y„L = 0;

M ifk>l, [^-^lYJ.
is nonnegative definite.

Further, if Yr is a matrix of constants and satisfies condition (i), Y can be

realized as a reactance n-port in parallel with a network of ideal trans-

formers that is terminated with a parallel combination of a unit resistor

and a unit capacitor. If Yt. is not a matrix of constants and satisfies con-

dition («'), Y can be realized as an (n + 1) -port lossless network, char-

acterized by the short-circuit admittance matrix Y, terminated at port

(n + 1 ) with a parallel combination of a unit resistor and a unit capaci-

tor. The matrix Y is given by

Y =
Y +

1

IV (IV, + IV)
UU'

1

u

iu' v— — s

IV IV

For completeness, we state the following extension of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4-'

The short-circuit admittance matrix Y(s) is realizable as a lossless

network containing inductors, capacitors, and ideal transformers and a

two-terminal element comprising <i parallel combination of a resistor of

value R ohms (R > 0) and a capacitor of value TR'1
farads (T > 0)

if and only if Y(s) = Y(s/T) is a symmetric positive-real matrix that

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. If instead the resistor is equal to —R
ohms, the matrix is realizable if and only if Y(s) = -Y(-s/T) is a

symmetric positive-real matrix that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.

The proof of Theorem 4 follows from two elementary transformations

and is omitted. f In each case the parameter T is, of course, the time

constant of the RC combination. It is convenient for some purposes to

have the realizability conditions stated explicitly in terms of T. This

can easily be done with the aid of the above theorem and is discussed in

Appendix ('.

t The fact that an n X n short-circuit admittance matrix Y(s) of real rational

functions is realizable as a network containing only lossless elements and nega-

tive resistors if and only if -Y(-s) is a positive-real matrix was first established

by Carlin and Voula.'J
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The following theorem states an interesting inequality involving

[(l/s)Y] M and [(l/s)Y. c ] x where YHC , if it exists, is the value of Y(«)

when the RC combination, with unit capacitance, is shorted.

Theorem 5:

[Y — '
- YM is nonnegalive definite,

s J»
-Y.c
s

The proof follows at once from (21) and the fact that (24) is nonnega-

tive definite.

The following theorem is of assistance in simplifying the tests indi-

cated in Theorem '-\ for the important case in which KM = [(l/s)Y]M is

positive definite.

Theorem 6:

If A and B are n X n real symmetric nonnegalive definite, matrices

with det A y^ and- B of unit rank-, A — B is nonnegalive definite if and

only if det [A - B] ^ 6.

To prove this result note that A — B can be written as Q[D„ — D fa]Q',

where Q is a real nonsingular matrix such that A = QD„Q', B = QD hQ',

and D„ and D/, are diagonal matrices. Thus

det [A - B] = det
2
Q-det[D (I

- DJ.

The readability conditions can be expressed also in terms of the

open-circuit impedance matrix Z(s) by exploiting an approach similar

to that used in treating the short-circuit admittance matrix Y(s).

Since the ideas involved are so similar to those discussed earlier we
shall omit the details and simply state the result:

Theorem 7:

The rational -positive-real n X n symmetric open-circuit impedance

matrix Z(s) is realizable as a lossless network containing inductors, capaci-

tors, and ideal transformers and a two-terminal element comprising a paral-

lel combination of a unit resistor and a unit capacitor if and only if the

even part of the matrix Z, Z c , is expressible in standard form (defined in

Section III) with

P-l
Further, if v r ^ sv„ and Z satisfies the above conditions, Z can be realized.
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as an (n + I)-port lossless network, characterized by the open-circuit

impedance matrix Z, terminated at port (n + 1 ) with a parallel combina-

tion of a unit resistor and a unit capacitor. The matrix Z is given by

: + uu<
(s+ "

(ve
- sv )(v

1

, + P.) ve — sv„

v„

i a — Sl' ve — sv

If ve
= sv„ , and Z satisfies the above conditions, Z can be expressed as

Z = [l/(s + 1 )] F + Z' where F is a real symmetric nonnegative definite

matrix of constants of rank not exceeding unity and Z' is the open-circuit

impedance matrix of an n-port reciprocal lossless network.

The simple form that the conditions assume is attributable to the

fact that the impedance of the parallel RC combination is regular at

infinity and that the matrix Zc is not a matrix of constants unless every

clement vanishes identically in s.

APPENDIX A

Factorization of Y,(s)

Recall that Y, is the even part of a rational symmetric n X n posi-

tive-real short-circuit admittance matrix. It is convenient to partition

this matrix as follows:

YAs) =
'En

E12

'

Ex,"

E..,

(48)

where Eu , Evl , and E>-> are respectively 1 X I, 1 X (n — 1), and

(n — 1 ) X {n — 1 ) submatrices of ratios of even polynomials in s.

We may assume, without loss of generality, that En does not vanish

identically in s.

Consider the following identity which is readily verified:

'Eu

Eu
1

E12

E„
(49)

Ei2 E\\

En

Eoo — Ej2 E12./S11 _

E12A11

1„_,

It is evident that the normal rank of Yc cannot exceed unity if it is to

be expressible in standard form. Accordingly we may assume that
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= Eu [l EnEn'^'U E12/iV'j. (50)

En - Eu'Eu^u ' - 0, and hence

'Eu E I2

"

E12 E22 _

The right-hand side of (50) can be rewritten as/PP' where

P' = \pijjh, •
•

' l Vn\

is a row matrix of even real polynomials and / is an even real rational

fraction in s, analytic on s = ja> [— » ^ w ^ <»], and such that

/(» ^ 0.

As is well known, /(s) can be expressed as either

a —i
or

h(s)h(—s) m(s)m(—s)

where g and I are respectively even and odd real polynomials and h(s)

and m(s) are real strict Hurwitz polynomials. In either case, since

g
2

~(sg)
2

h(s)h(~s) [8h(8)][-8h(-8)]'

Ye can be written as

-1

w(s)w(— s)
WW',

in which W' = [wi ,w2 ,
• , w„] is a row matrix of real odd polynomials

and w(s) is a real strict Hurwitz polynomial except possibly for a

simple zero at the origin.

Note that Y is realizable as shown in Fig. 1 when Y exists only if the

degree of w(s) is odd.

APPENDIX B

Proof of Lemma 2

First note that if the (n + l)-port lossless network docs not possess

a short-circuit admittance matrix, the short-circuit admittance matrix

of N, the lossless (n + 1 )-port with a unit capacitor added in parallel

at port (n + 1), also does not exist.

Let S(s) be the scattering matrix
10

of N and consider the circuit
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I

L
'

e, v,

VW

I i

L n

S(s)

lossless

network n

if;

Ln+i i

Fig. 2 — Net-work defining t lie relationship between E, V, I, and the scatter-

ing matrix S(.s).

shown in Fig. 2. By definition

§[V + I] = V-I, (51)

and

Y(s) = (1„ + S)"'(1„ - S) (52)

where S is the matrix of elements in the first n rows and columns of S.

Substituting E = V + I in (51 ) gives

V = |[S + W>]E. (53)

Because the short-circuit admittance matrix of N exists if and only

if det[S + In +-i| ^ 0, and since S is the matrix of elements in the first

// lows and columns of S, it follows that [S + U+i] has normal rankf

equal to >i. Further, since the rank of IS + l„+i] is invariant in the strict

right -half plane, there exists, to within an arbitrary scalar multiplica-

tive factor, one and only one real constant (n + l)-vector X such that

|SU,> + l„+i]X = (54)

where .s-„ is a fixed but arbitrarily chosen real positive constant. Let X
be normalized so that X'X = 1. Equation (54) then yields

X'S(s )X = -1 (55)

t Since Y(.s) exists, dot |1„ + S| dues not vanish identically in s.
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Note that X'S(s)X is a one-port passive scattering coefficient and that

therefore (51) implies

X'[S(s) + 1B+1]X = (56)

identically in s. Furthermore, since [S(s) + l„+i] is positive semidefinite

for all real positive s, it follows that

X'[S(s) + 1„ +1 ]
= (57)

identically in s. Thus from (53) and (57)

X'V = |X'[S + ln+i]E =

or

Z ** = o

where the .r,- are real constants, not all zero. However since Y(s) exists

xn+i cannot vanish. Dividing through by x„+i gives an expression of

the form

n

Vn+1 = S Pfit
i=l

in which the /3,- are real constants.

It is of incidental interest to note that the proof does not require

that N be lossless. It is sufficient that it be passive.

f

APPENDIX C

The Realizability Conditions Stated Explicitly in Terms of the Parame-

ter T

According to Theorem 4, Y(s) is realizable with a lossless reciprocal

network and a two-terminal element comprising a parallel combination

of a resistor of value R ohms (R > 0) and a capacitor of value TR~ l

farads (7' > 0) if and only if Y(s) = Y(s/T) is a symmetric positive-

real matrix that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. Let Y,(s) be ex-

pressed in standard form

:

Y.(«) = ., "/ v VV'. (58)

t The original version of this proof, based also on the formulation (53) and the

fact that [S + l„+i| is of normal rank n, assumed that the network N is lossless

and hence that S(s) is a regular para-unitary matrix. The final version of the

proof was suggested by D. C. Youla.
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In terms of u(s),

]_s v,.(s 1 )JX I

\_sv,(s)_\ x

(59)

Also,

and

Y(.s *Y
s ©l-i[I -YU.

s

[Y,U))X = Ui = [?(«)]..

Theorem 'A and the above equations yield

Theorem 8:

The rational positive-real n X n symmetric short-circuit admittance

matrix Y(s) is realizable as a lossless network containing inductors, ca-

pacitors, and ideal transformers and a two-terminal element comprising a

parallel combination of a resistor of value R ohms (R > 0) and a capaci-

tor of value TR~ l

Farads ( T > 0) if and only if

i. When YAs) — Ko , a matrix of constants, the rank of Ko does not

exceed unity and [( \/s)Y(s)\ x — 7'K (1 is nonnegative definite,

ii. When Yc(s) is not a matrix of constants (a) Ye (s) can be expressed in

standard form with k ^ T; (b) ifk = T, [Y,(s)L =0
;
(c) if k > T,

[>i ,l
r

r^^
is nonnegative definite.

Similarly, Theorem •") can be transformed to read:

\_s _ x k _s J

is nonnegative definite.

The modifications necessary to treat the ease in which the resistance

is equal to — R ohms are obvious in view of Theorem 4.
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